
This Basic Pole Swag is casual. Each swag and jabot is cut separately, in order to have all the 
necessary angles. The pieces are then sewn back together before the fullness areas (seams) are" 
scrunched" by hand and tied for a pole overlap size of 3". Swag widths extend 28" to 54". The 
patterns have a cutting line for 20", 22", or 24" swag depths (these measurements are from the top 
of a 2" pole). The swags have an open "droop" area of about 4" from the bottom of a 2" pole. The 
droop area can be adjusted. The jabot finishes 41", 44", or 47" long. Alteration instructions are 
included. The elegant "classic" finials are for use on hollow poles only. They are very easy to make. 

Fabric Suggestions: Soft, lightweight fabrics work best. The jabots should be lined with a self or 
contrast fabric. The swags can line with a drapery lining. Finials work well with both medium 
and lightweight fabrics, however soft fabrics will need an interfacing or interlining. 

YARDAGE 

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes 
so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric. If your fabric is not as wide as the pattern, you will need to allow 
more fabric for piecing.

Upright or Lengthwise Cut 
SW AG 20" Depth 22" Depth 24" Depth 
28" size ......... the pattern is ., ......... 52" wide x 44" deep ............. 56" wide x 47" deep ....... : 57" wide x 52" deep 
38" swag ....... the pattern is ........... 59" wide x 44" deep ............. 61" wid� x 47" deep ........ 64" wide x 52" deep 
54" swag ....... the pattern is ........... 72" wide x 44" deep ............. 74" wide x 47" deep ........ 76" wide x 52" deep 
Jabot .............. the pattern is .......... .41" wide x 43" deep ............. 43" wide x 46" deep ....... . 48" wide x 49" deep 

Bias Cut 
SW AG 20" Depth 22" Depth 24" Depth 
28" size ......... the pattern is .......... 51" wide x 51" deep .............. 53" wide x 53" deep ......... 57" wide x 57" deep 
38" swag ....... the pattern is .......... 57" wide x 57" deep .............. 59" wide x 59" deep ......... 63" wide x 63" deep 
54" swag ....... the pattern is .......... 67" wide x 67" deep .............. 69" wide x 69" deep ......... 73" wide x 73" deep 

Same amount of lining will be needed. 

Finials: 3/4 yard will do one pair. If doing finials out of same fabric as swags or jabots, scraps should be 
enough (These finials can only be used on hollow poles). 

Yardage for Trims: 
Trims must be able to curve. 

20" Depth 22" Depth 24" Depth 
Each jabot ....................................... 68" ................................. 73" .................................. 80" 
Each 28" swag ............................... 56" ................................. 58" .................................. 62" 
Each 38" swag ............................... 64" ................................. 66" .................................. 70" 
Each 54" swag ............................... 76" ................................. 78" .................................. 82" 

More detailed information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet. 
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